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A romp through the cyberspace of yesterday. The atmosphere is the main draw here - glitchy, trippy graphics inspired by
nostalgia for dated internet culture. The vaporwave soundtrack compliments this well. You progress through the game by solving
puzzles, collecting objects, and getting a bit of insight into a mysterious past to this world. The puzzles aren't too difficult, but
not ridiculously easy, so I found it pretty relaxing to play. I feel like this game has room to grow. I hope the creators do more
with this world.. Masterful. Every area is packed with atmosphere, visuals are striking and sharp, with the texturework being
especially good. Music is also fantastic and you'll probably find yourself humming along at some points. (I certainly did) Story is
also pretty great, wasn't expecting to be as interested in it as i was but i like the way things are open to interpretation in a way
that's genuinely intriguing. Also it may look like just another surreal first-person exploration game, but there's some real solid
gameplay on top of it as well, and it pushes the genre forward imo. Usually these kinds of games don't have much of any, let
alone this much care put into it to prevent it from getting stale.. Great game, kinda terrifying towards the end, but overall was a
pleasant experience. The soundtrack was also quite good. I have written a full review Here [corruptusnetwork.wordpress.com].
Broken Reality is obscured behind so many layers of irony that I'm not sure it's possible to extract any meaning from it, but it's
still a pleasant and worthwhile experience. The game is a combat-free collectathon with a vaporwave aesthetic where you
explore a digital representation of the early internet called Natem, with the goal of becoming as popular as possible by gathering
likes. You can find likes scattered around to pick up, or earn them for doing other basic tasks, like taking photos, slashing apart
malware with a cyberkatana, or clicking Like on advertisements. In the beginning area, the game plays out like a Metroidvania,
where you explore to find new tools to help you navigate Natem. Once they're yours, the game transitions into a more linear
affair, where you explore and solve simple puzzles and quests to progress. Throughout, I was reminded most of Banjo Kazooie.
Like that game, Broken Reality presents you with environments that are small enough to learn, but dense enough to be
consistently fun to explore. There's always something around the next corner, be it the next step in your quest, a cache of likes,
or a memey digital advertisement. (This is a good time to point out, some of the advertisements contain pretty problematic
content, and with the game so steeped in irony, I'm not sure what to take away from their inclusion.) The aesthetic is the real
show-stealer here though. The game looks like it's trying as hard as it can to draw from vaporwave album covers, and it's usually
great to look at as a result. It's got a deliberately glitchy appearance, which extends into the gameplay with things like secrets
that require you to go into obviously out of bounds areas or hug tiny pieces of geometry. It's great. The one big negative for me
was that, outside of the intentional bugs, there are quite a few unintentional ones here. I ran into game-breaking issues several
times that required a restart, and I'm pretty sure the final area opened up for me earlier than intended (though I'm not certain,
again, I have no idea what's intended and what isn't in this game). If you're willing to put up with a few minor headaches and
like the aesthetic, then I highly recommend Broken Reality.. This game is a little bit like Jazzpunk, where there isn't really much
"gameplay", you just walk around and things happen. Add in some puzzles and a vaporwave and this is what you get. If you just
want to play a relaxing game where you walk a lot and laugh at what happens, then this is the game for that. You might want to
wait a little bit for a patch though, I can't really finish the game due to a bug but it should be fixed very soon as far as I know.
Nevermind, the bug has been fixed according to a dev post.. Broken Reality was a fantastic and wonderful adventure that I
desperately didn't want to end. Fantastic music, incredible vaporwave visuals and everything about the game was just a joy to
me. I think this is just one of those games that are a must have experiance on steam and it's worth it's price for sure and even the
soundtrack is worth it. This is for people who love vapor wave and cyberpunk aesthetics. I cannot recommend Broken reality
enough. I never expected it to be as fun as it was. A very pleasent Surprise Thank you so much to Vinny from Vinesauce for
playing this game and making me want to buy it so badly and finally playing it and finishing it.. Love this game! the gameplay
and details in this game is just so creative! A E S T H E T I C. My friends made this game, they didn't gift it to me.

Game on Review! // Get ready for launch on November 29th! : Greetings, users! After such a long journey (one that is still far
from over) we are excited to announce that we've already submitted our full build of Broken Reality to Steam for review! That,
and the current state of our internal build, lead us to confidently announce that the game will be ready for sale on Steam on
November 29th! After release, we will work on providing quality Mac and Linux builds through Steam, so expect those to be
delivered before the end of the year! We want to take a little moment to thank all users who have been giving us invaluable
feedback these past few weeks. Your passion, curiosity and downright thoroughness, helped us achieve the level of stability we
dreamed of.. New and Improved Demo Just Uploaded to Steam!!! : Hello from Mexico. We are thrilled to announce that we
have just posted an updated version of the demo for Broken Reality. The demo is essentially the first level of the game and is a
much better representation of what we want the final game experience to be. We are working hard to put the final touches on
the game including testing. After you have played the new demo we would love if you can share your thoughts but more
importantly make us aware of any bugs you encountered so we can quickly address them. The development journey for Broken
Reality for the most part has been amazing, and we are super excited to be able to share the full game with you shortly in the
near future. We apologize to our fans that have been anxiously awaiting the full release, that you will have to wait an additional
45 days. But in the meantime, we hope you will enjoy the updated demo and appreciate our effort to try and make the full game
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an amazing experience. DEMO CHANGES: *Added the ability to save your data, even within the Demo! *Made great
improvements to UI and graphical animations *Re-hauled our character animation system *Re-organized and improved audio
engineering *Re-wrote some dialogue All of this to reflect the evolution of the game's quality. Improvements still coming to
both the demo and the final release.. Game is OUT!!! : Wonderful users, the day is here! Broken Reality is out NOW!! Te
celebrate, we're doing a 10% discount that will be running through December 6th! We really hope you will enjoy this adventure,
share it with friends and tell us what you think about it! Backers: We highly reccomend deleting your older Backer Build datas
because of changes done on the save database, and various fixes that we did on the game throughout the month! Having said
that, it may work, it's just less risky to do so! Plus, you gotta check out what we did to all levels! :P Hope you will all enjoy the
game! Thank you all so much for your support, feedback, bug reports and awesome vibes! -DYNAMIC MEDIA TRIAD-.
Digital Soundtrack available NOW! : Greetings, users! We are happy to announce that our OST is now available on the Steam
Store! You can buy it as DLC for the game, which will download the music files on your game folder! The OST includes all
music made by featured artists, and will be updated with Broken Reality originals within a few weeks! Thanks for being patient
as we "songify" our real-time soundtrack! Here is the release track list for the OST: Amantes del Futuro - Zombies en la
Lacandonia (MP3) BROKENCANYON - Nameless City (MP3 + FLAC) BROKENCANYON - Stratosphere (MP3 + FLAC)
BROKENCANYON - Promise (MP3 + FLAC) death's dynamic shroud - (MP3 + FLAC) General Translator - Departing (MP3
+ WAV) General Translator - Back Again (MP3 + WAV) General Translator - HD Memory Projector (MP3 + WAV) General
Translator - (MP3 + WAV) Corp - Consumer [kahvi] (MP3 + FLAC) CYBEREALITY - We Own the Streets (MP3)
CYBEREALITY - (Hope to) See You Again (MP3) Stay tuned as more news come along!. Demo release & Kickstarter
Campaign : Greetings, users! Thank you so much for being here. For being the first few to try out our game and specially for all
your wonderful feedback. It really makes it all worthwhile when we read such beautiful comments and messages. So, big news!
We launched a Kickstarter! We're doing it for a variety of reasons, such as assuring the quality of the game by expanding our
team a bit, and being able to develop for major consoles. If you liked our demo, you can secure a copy of our full release at a
discounted price, while helping Broken become the best it can. So again, thank you so much for being here with us in these
important days. It means the world to us to have such an amazing community, and we won't let you down, neither here nor in
future projects.
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